SHOTWICK LAKE SAILING CLUB
HEALTH & SAFETY - RISK ASSESSMENT ADDENDUM COVID 19 CONSIDERATIONS 30/07/20 REV A STAGE TWO

AREA: ....CLUB FACILITIES....................................................
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A HAZARD is the potential to cause harm
A RISK is the likelihood of a particular event happening
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Club opened only to members for ad-hoc use of the
facilities and organised activity subject to:
Following Government social distancing requirements.
Anyone who is unwell with the symptoms of Covid-19
shall not attend the club and prior to coming to the club
shall undertake a self-assessment that they are clear of
symptoms.
Anyone who has contact with a family or household
member who is unwell with the symptoms of Covid-19
shall not attend the club for a minimum of 14 days.
Anyone who is quarantined due to Government
Requirements shall not attend the club. Everyone shall
wash their hands or use hand sanitiser before and after
touching common surfaces including the entry lock and
keypad– and always after coughing, sneezing and
before and after arriving and leaving the club. Members
should cover their mouth and nose when sneezing or
coughing, and avoid touching their face, nose and eyes.
Keep your distance and avoid being face to face with
people outside your household.
If after visiting the club, you become ill with Covid 19
symptoms within a two-day period please advise us
immediately. A supervisor will be appointed for all
organised activity.
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Consider the current and forecast weather conditions
and use the facilities within you limits. Be self-sufficient
in terms of rescue, launching and recovery to avoid
involving others.
Racing shall not take place when the West Kirby wind
guru forecast gust wind speed during the race period
exceeds 20 knots.
The use of mast head buoyancy is recommended for
recreational sailing to improve your ability to recover
your boat from a capsize without outside assistance
thereby maintaining social distancing.
All boat taking part in racing shall be fitted with suitable
mast head buoyancy that is sufficient to avoid the boat
becoming inverted.
The safety boat will be manned by persons of the same
household to avoid needing to comply with social
distancing requirements.
The safety boat will be provided with a Covid 19 safety
pack in addition to its normal safety equipment for use
when a person is likely to come within two metres.
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